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This thesis deals with the construction of an explosive deformation 
apparatus. Using the apparatus an investigation  was made o f  the deformation 
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A l l  of the deformations were obtained using a constant explosive  
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I .  INTRODUCTION
The deforming o f metal with shock waves is  a new and, as yet, re la tive ly  
unexplored f ie ld  o f metallurgy. Commercially, shock wave deforming and 
hardening o f metals i s ,  at present, generally limited to d irect coating 
with explosives, although high-velocity p ro jectiles  or driver p lates, usu­
a lly  propelled by the detonation o f explosives, are useful fo r  carrying out 
experiments in this f ie ld .  This series of experiments uses a variation o f  
the coating procedure in  that a blasting cap and chemical booster are in  
direct contact with the specimen.
The shock deformation of metals involves the propagation through the 
solid  o f a pressure pulse with a steep, sharp front that has an amplitude 
ID to 5>00 times the static  y ie ld  stress and a rise  time that is  o f the crder 
of 1D~^ seconds* At any point in  the so lid  the maximum pressure acts for  
only a few microseconds and then decays at a rate which is  slow compared 
with the in i t ia l  rate o f increase o f pressure. Ahead of the shock front, 
the wave velocity  exceeds the lo ca l sound velocity  for the m aterial, but 
in the material just behind the shock fron t, the wave travels with a sub­
sonic velocity*
When a compressive shock wave reaches a free surface or other medium 
of d ifferen t shock impedance at normal incidence, i t  is  reflected as a tensile  
wave. As the reflected wave travels back into the material previously tra­
versed by the shock wave, the stress builds up in  amplitude u n til i t  reaches 
the fracture stress o f the material* The material then fractures or the 
area around the crater sp a lls .
To bring metal deformation and hardening with shock waves into the 
frame o f reference usually used with experiments on the deformation of 
metals , it  i s  necessary to consider other methods o f high-speed defor­
mation* The fam iliar tension test involves strains rates o f the order 
o f 0*002 to 20 sec .“*l. Under these ws ta t ic n rates o f loading, stress is
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transmitted uniformly over the entire length o f the specimen. As we go to 
higher rates o f loading, the load is  no longer transmitted instantaneously 
to a l l  parts o f the specimen. Stress wave propagation through the speci­
men must then be considered. Most o f the high-speed loading devices involve 
the princip le  o f the Hopkins on The specimen, in  the form o f  a cylinder,
is impacted at one end with a fly in g  anvil that is  energized with a gas gun.
The stress wave that develops in  the specimen is  taken o f f  by a momentum 
bar. With this type o f device, i t  is  possible to obtain strain  rate o f 
101* s e c . - l  and stresses in excess of the dynamic y ie ld  stress . For explo­
sive loading, stra in  rates are estimated to be at least 10  ̂ sec.~-*- and stresses 
can read ily  reach 300 k ilobars (U ,£00,000 p . s . i . ) .
Shock waves are very high amplitude stress waves with very steep wave 
fronts that are usually  produced by the detonation of an explosive charge.
The use o f the term ,,shock,t denotes a discontinuity or jump in  the state  
variables across the shock fron t. Shock waves represent non-linear s itu ­
ations since the d if fe re n t ia l equations describing them are non-linear and 
the curves of pressure vs. re la tive  volume for shock-loaded m aterials are 
concave upward. A re la t iv e ly  low amplitude e la s t ic  shock wave usually  
precedes the p la s tic  shock wave in a so lid . The e la s t ic  shock, which in  
d iffe ren t metals may have a value o f  1  to 20 k ilo ba rs , is  u sua lly  neglected 
in  comparison with p la s t ic  shocks o f from 100 to w e ll over 500 k ilobars .
The region where the pressure r ises  steeply i s  ca lled  the shock front.
The region ju st behind the shock front is  known as the shocked sta te , and 
the region ju st  in  front o f the shock front is  the i n i t i a l  state . The shock 
front moves with a ve loc ity  that is  supersonic with respect to the d i la ­
ta t iona l sound ve loc ity  in  the in i t i a l  state . The m aterial in  the shocked 
state is  both compressed to a higher density and accelerated to a partic le  
velocity . Therefore, the shock front moves at a ve loc ity  which i s  subsonic
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with respect to the m aterial in  the shocked state*
A fter the shock front passes, the compressed m aterial in the shocked 
state expands toward its  in i t ia l  state* The region o f decreasing pressure 
is called a rarefaction  wave. Since the wave ve loc ity  of the rarefaction  
is  greater than that o f the shock front, the rarefaction  gradually overtakes 
the shock and the wave shape changes with time* An attenuation or decay in  
the peak pressure o f the shock wave is the most commonly observed change 
produced by the rarefaction  wave.
I t  is  important to rea lize  that the peak pressure produced by direct 
contact o f explosive with metal is a function o f the detonation velocity  
of explosive and the com pressibility of the metal. Increasing the amount 
of explosive w i l l  not a ffect the maximum pressure produced, but i t  w ill  
decrease the rate o f attenuation o f pressure. The rate at which the shock 
wave attenuates w i l l  depend on the amount of explosive, the extent to which 
the detonation products have been confined, and the shape o f  the explosive 
charge. When an explosive charge i s  detonated in  direct contact with a 
metal surface, i t  w i l l  usually leave a depression or crater. A lso, unless 
precautions are taken the surface o f the metal opposite the explosive w i l l  
fracture or sp a ll. Detonation produced in  this way has a curved front which 
spreads in  a l l  directions from the point o f o r ig in . Although the front 
becomes f la t te r  the further the distance from the point of detonation, there 
is  always the p o ss ib ility  of gross shear and p la s t ic  deformation when the 
experiment is  performed this way. Moreover, in  order to sim plify the com­
p lex it ie s  o f the d iffe re n t ia l equations governing shock wave propagation, 
i t  is  experimentally advantageous to work with a plane geometry where the 
time dependence and only one space coordinate need be considered. Therefore, 
for sc ien t ific  work in  which i t  is  necessary to be able to specify the 
shock-loading conditions, i t  is  highly desirable to work with plane wave
k
conditions. But when a deformation region normal to the deformation is  
desired to be studied the d irect contact geometry is  very app licab le .
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I I .  LITERATURE REVIEW
The present investigation deals with the explosive deformation of 
metals. In order to study the phenomenon, a review o f the previous 
literature  concerning explosive deformation and it s  e ffec ts  is  needed.
By fa r  the greatest amount of information on shock loading is  available  
for iron and mild stee ls . As early  as 1923 observations o f  twin markings 
were reported by Foley and Howell for mild stee l that had been exposed 
to explosively produced shock waves. Studies o f the e ffe c t  o f certain  
variables o f the explosive system were also carried out by Foley and 
Orawshaw^^. The f i r s t  systematic investigation o f the microstructure 
changes and hardening as a function of shock pressure was made by Smith^^# 
literature  dealing with the same general geometry that is  used in the 
present investigation was used by Johnson, Stein, and D a v is ^ )# Other work 
and calculations o f the pressure acting normal to the metal surface was 
written by Broberg^S), Pack( 6) > and D avall(7 ) .
Two general reviews o f shock impulse loading are the best reference 
books the author has found. One is  by Dieter^ and the other is  by 
Shewmon and Zackay^^• Both books are very good and are recommended highly  
i f  additional information is  desired by the reader.
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I I I .  EXPERIMENT PROCEDURE
Containment vesse l
The problem o f  containment not only takes into consideration stopping 
o f copper shrapnel from the explosive and cutting the noise e ffec t  down but 
also developing such an apparatus so that i t  w i l l  be compact and mobile. 
While at the same time being d ive rs ified  enough to accommodate a range o f  
differen t types o f  specimens which may be kept at any spec ific  temperature.
The containment vesse l must have a gas outlet great enough to allow  
the explosive gases to escape from the vessel without harming i t .  But this  
ex it  cannot be such that i t  w i l l  le t  any shrapnel escape from the interna l 
system.
The containment vessel is  shown in  Figures (1  & 2 ). The stee l cylinder 
8” in  diameter and 18n long is  the main shrapnel in h ib ito r . VJhile the 
secondary shield i s  the cap which f i t s  one inch below the upper outside 
l ip  o f the cylinder. A one-inch gap between the cylinder and the cap 
allows the expansion of gases to be released to the atmosphere without 
allowing ary shrapnel to escape.
The support block has the function o f carrying o f f  and dispersing  
the transmitted shock wave from the specimen. I t  consists o f aluminum 
a llo y  casting produced here at the Missouri School o f Mines and Metallurgy*s 
Foundry. The block was case in the s te e l cylinder. The cylinder was in ­
verted and the top 10 inches were f i l le d  with sand with the la s t  inch being 
of a Sodium S ilic a te  sand mixture. COg was forced through the layer of 
Sodium S ilic a te  sand to harden i t .  This was done to give a more uniform 
casting and eliminate some o f the gases that are released in  normal sand 
molds. On the top o f the hardened sand was placed a thermocouple glass to  
allow  fo r the groove fo r  the ex it  o f the thermocouple in the specimen. 
Casting was carried out using two lad les with 20 lb s . o f aluminum in  each.
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The exact composition o f  the aluminum a llo y  is  not known but i t  is  high 
in  Cu and Si content. The casting was allowed to cool in  a ir  u n t il s u f f i ­
c ien tly  cooled to further cool in  water. From the exterior o f  the casting 
i t  appears that the two pours are not as one casting, but i t  was noted when 
the second casting was being poured that the center portion was remelted by 
the second lad le *s  aluminum. Thus this is  only a surface deformity and 
not an interna l defect.
The asbestos p la te  above the support block is  mainly to reduce the 
heat losses o f a heated specimen by conduction to the aluminum support 
block. Thus giving a more uniform heat d istribu tion  in  the specimens.
There are two \  inch holes in  the s te e l cy linder. One is  7 3A  inches 
from the bottom of the cylinder. The other is  85 inches above the bottom. 
The lower hole is  fo r  the ex it of the thermocouple wire leads . The upper 
hole i s  fo r  the e x it  o f the heating tape wire leads.
During a low temperature operation both o f the holes are e a s ily  
plugged by a J f,-20 b o lt .
Surrounding the specimen during high temperature work is  the heating 
tape. The heating tape i s  an e le c t r ic a l resistance tape covered on both 
sides with a heavy f le x ib le  glass type in su lation , acquired from Fisher 
S c ie n tific  Company. We have two units; one 1-inch and the other i-in ch  
in  width. Between the heating tape and the w a lls  o f  the s te e l cylinder 
glass wool should be placed to protect the heating tape from any reflected  
shrapnel and a lso  reduce the heat losses due to rad iation .
The top cap which as mentioned above is  the secondary shrapnel sh ield  
serves as two things; shield and guide fo r  position ing the b lasting  cap 
and chemical booster upon the specimen.
The cap is  constructed b a s ic a lly  o f  two s te e l cans. One is  12 inches 
in  diameter and the other is  10 inches in  diameter. Both cans are con­
structed o f 1/16 inch s te e l. The outside can is  10 inches in  height, while
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the inner can is  7 inches in  height. The three inches difference is f i l l e d  
with alternate layers o f c ircu lar pieces of wood 7/8 inch thick and 1/16 
inch stee l p la te s . Between the sides o f  the two cans the gap is  f i l le d  with  
three 1/16 inch s te e l p lates with the excess volume f i l l e d  by p la ste r  of 
p a r is . This was sealed at the top with a wooden r in g , 10 inches inside 
diameter and 12 inches outside diameter, which was force f it t e d . Through 
the top of the cans a \ inch hole was bored and a \ inch in diameter by 
Ui inches long piece o f water pipe was placed into i t .  On the inside end 
was placed a \ inch end plug with two l / l 6 inch holes fo r  e x it  o f  the 
b lasting  cap wires and leads to any lowering device. On the outside end 
three holding arms, lf> inches long and 1  inch wide, are placed at 120°  from 
each other. Each is  welded to the edge of the can to insure s t a b i l it y .
These each have a 5/8 inch hole at a distance o f 13 inches from the center 
o f the can fo r  the support legs* Above the holding arms is  a lock nut made 
from the threaded end of a ground down water pipe elbow. Above this is  the 
outer end p lug which also has two 1/16  inch holes in  i t .
The top can may be placed in two positions by means o f pins through 
the support le g s . The lower position  sets the can ready fo r  f i r in g  while 
the upper position  enables the removal o f s te e l cylinder and gives access 
to the in te r io r  o f the cylinder while i t  is  in  the f i r in g  position .
The support stand consists o f a c ircu lar aluminum plate  30 inches 
in  diameter and \  inch th ick . Three support legs 36 inches long made of 
5/8 inch s te e l rod are screwed into the bottom p la te . The upper ends of 
the legs are threaded and stop nuts are positioned on each. Upper support 
is  given by s te e l f la t s  1/8 inch by 1  inch by 16 inches with 5/8 inch diameter 
holes d r i l le d  in  each end. These holes f i t  around the support legs and allow  
the f la t s  to rest upon the stop nuts. Further support is  given by a center 
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bolted there* Each f la t  is  screwed t igh tly  to the stop nuts by means of 
a £/8 inch wing nut.
Experimental Procedure
The following is  a general procedure followed in  the explosive defor­
mation of a l l  the specimens in this paper:
1 . The specimens were prepared as was required fo r the particu lar experi­
ment. That i s ,  any previous machining was completed and the surfaces were 
polished.
2. The chemical booster was mounted on the b last shield or the specimens 
surface as was required fo r  the experiment.
3. The apparatus was positioned outside of the Southeast corner o f Fulton 
Hall in  the downstairs door w e ll.
li. The specimen was positioned in the stee l shrapnel containment vessel 
and th is  vessel was positioned under the upper containment vessel.
£. The blasting cap wires were run through the top o f the upper contain­
ment vessel and the cap was positioned in  the chemical booster.
6. The upper vessel was lowered into it s  low position and the a ir  gap 
between i t  and the steel cylinder was checked to make sure i t  was symmetrical. 
7* Following the positioning o f at least one person upon the upper level 
to warn of approaching persons the outside wires are connected to the main 
lead wires.
8.  The lookout on the upper le ve l was checked to make sure of an a l l  clear*
9• The inside leads to the 6- vo lt battery and the single through switch 
were connected to the main leads. The switch box should be kept closed at 
a l l  times u n til detonation is required.
ID. The outside observer was checked with again.
11. Upon receiving an a l l  c lear, position ear plugs and shout FIRE IN THE 




1. Blasting caps, e lec tr ic  b lasting caps, and chemical boosters are metal 
shells containing and protecting a very sensitive explosive which w i l l  
explode from sparks, heat, shock or fr ic t io n . Do not pick or tamper with 
them.
2 . Moisture damages a l l  kinds o f explosives; therefore, every precaution 
should be taken to keep them perfectly  dry.
3* Do not expose explosives fo r  any appreciable length o f time to the 
direct rays of the sun. Such heat rays tend to separate and decompose 
the explosive ingredients, which could cause a hazardous condition, 
lu Explosives are intentionally  manufactured to explode, so do not take 
chances with them*
5* A competent person should always be in charge of explosives and should 
be held responsible fo r  seeing that a l l  sa fety  precautions are taken in  
connection therewith*
6* Observe a l l  sa fety  rules no matter how l i t t l e  their significance may 
appear to the operation*
(B) General Rules
1* Do not smoke or carry matches, ligh ters  or other flame producing devices, 
or allow others to do so, while near explosives*
2* Do not handle explosives near open ligh ts , f i r e ,  flame, or sparks* I f  
a r t i f i c ia l  ligh t is  needed, use only an e le c tr ic  flash  ligh t  or e le c tr ic  
lantern.
3m Do not store, handle, or use explosives in  or near a residence*
!i* Do not allow explosives to become wet or exposed to the weather*
5>* Do not throw or drop packages o f explosives, or handle them roughly,
6* Do not carry b lasting caps or e le c tr ic  b lasting caps or boosters in
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your pockets, or leave  them around where ch ild ren  or others can meddle 
w ith them. Every 3rear a large number o f ch ildren  are s e r io u s ly  in jured 
while p laying w ith caps that someone has c a re le s s ly  l e f t  where they could 
fin d  them.
7. Do not a llow  unauthorized persons near exp lo s ives .
Explosion Rules
1 . Make sure a l l  explosions are carried out in a safe place with adequate 
shielding provided.
2. Never work alone. At least two people should be at the site when an 
explosion is  taking place.
3. Always wear ear plugs during an explosion no matter how small it  may 
be.
hm Never connect the e lec tr ica l wiring until everything is  ready fo r  the 
detonation. Before connecting the la st  wire check again to  make sure that 
a l l  switches are open.
Before f ir in g  make sure everyone is behind su ffic ien t protection.
6. Make sure everyone in the immediate area is  alerted preceeding the 
explosion by shouting ,rFire In The Hole" then close the detonation switch.
7. Never work with explosives during an e le c tr ica l storm.
8. I f  a m issfire occurs, check a l l  e lec tr ica l wiring f i r s t .  I f  i t  is  a l l  
right then disconnect a l l  wires and find a competent person to disarm the 
explosive. Never leave the explosive unguarded at any time.
ill
iv . sxFsaiMsmi. results
High Carbon Manganese S tee ls  
(A) Specimen #1
The specimen is  a hot ro lled  high carbon Manganese steel cylinder 
inches in diameter and 3 3/U inches in  height. The explosive was 
mounted l/ l6 inch above the specimen’ s b last shrapnel shield by means 
ox Duco Cement. The shield was a c ircu lar l/32 inch galvanized sheet 
h inches in diameter. F iring  was carried out at room temperature.
Figure (3) shows the resu lt on the specimen’ s top surface. The ring  
is  7/l6 inch O.D. and l/U inch I.D . This ring consists of a series of 
small rings being very fine at the outer most edge and inner edge. The 
largest rings are found le ss  than l/ l6 inch in from the outer edge. The 
size of the ring decreases from these rings uniformly towards the inner 
edge. The rings have an appearance of agglomerations rather than sharp 
lin es. The outer edge is  very well defined, but the rings are very d is­
ordered, almost non-existing. The inner edge has an indefin ite beginning 
and also is very disordered.
The center c irc le  appears to be fa i r ly  uniformly deformed. At high 
magnification there appears small crevices with their in terio r appearing 
as an agglomerated upper structure.
The deep hole in the center was caused by blasting through the center 
tap of the b la s t  shield. The indentation across the specimen was caused 
by a sim ilar scratch on the b last sh ie ld .
In the follow ing table (Table I )  of hardness data a definite decrease 
from the area of the crater to the edge of the specimen is  shown. Also  
the uniform distribution  of hardness across the crater is  shown. This 
proves that the b lasting cap and chemical booster act to  produce a point 
impulse to the specimen’ s surface.
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Figure 3





The follow ing is  the data obtained by using A scale 60-kg Brale 
Penetrator on a Rockwell Hardness Tester.
Across crater: Just inside ring ------------ 50
Half way to  center -----------52
Center-------------------------------- 55
Half way beyond center -  52
Just inside e d g e -------------- 50
Readings taken ra d ia lly  from crater l/ l6 inch apart. ttl u is  at the edge 
of the crater and Ml 6w is  1 -inch from the crater.
#1 #2 #3 #u
1 U9 U9 30 U9
2 U8 U7j
H|CMCO-3 U8
3 U7 U6J U7 U7
U U6| U6 U6 U6J-
5 U5 U5 U5 U5i
6 UU h h i hh UU
7 U3i hh U3 U3J
8 U2| h 2 i U2 U2|
9 U2 U2 Ui| Ul
10 h o i Ui UoJ Uof
11 hO Uo Uo Uo
12 39 Uo Uo Uo
13 Uo 38 Uo 39
Ih 39§ 39 Ul Uo
15 UO Uo Uo Ul
16 UO UO Uo Uo
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(3) Specimen #2
The specimen is  a hot rolled high carbon Manganese steel cylinder 
2-J- inches in diameter and 3 3/h inches in height. The specimen was covered 
with a blast shield of the same type as above but the explosive was placed 
in direct contact with the shield.
The results are shown in Figure (U )• The same general type ring 
appears again but i t  has been reduced in size. I t  has the same 7/l6 inch 
O.D. but i t  now has a 5>/l6 I.D . Also the small rings are more random in 
order but s t i l l  have the same agglomerated appearance. In the center of 
the ring the order is  the best. Both edges have a rugged appearance.
No center punch was used on the blast shield but a hole was produced 
in the center deformation region near the inner edge of the ring. The 
hole is fa ir ly  deep into the specimen. The interior of this hole has been 
copper covered from the chemical booster. I t  appears that this copper was 
molten when it  entered the hole.
In Table I I  the hardness distribution of the crater and rad ia lly  from 
the crater are shown. With this configuration of explosives we have a 
slight increase in the hardness of the crater region but the region sur­




Hot ro lled  Manganese Steel Specimen #2. 
Crater fo llow ing deformation. Mag. 3.7x«
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TABLE I I  
SPECIMEN #2
The follow ing is  the data obtained by using A scale, 60-kg, and Brale 
Penetrator on a Rockwell Hardness Tester.
Across crater: 1. Just inside ring -  50
2.     hO (on s lan t)
3.  52
U. --   5U
5 . Center--------------------- 58
6 . ---------- -------------------- 56
7.  53
8.  111 (on slan t)
9. Just inside center 50
Readings taken rad ia lly ■ from crater l/ l6 inch apart. ”l n is  at the edge
of the crater and nl 6” is  1 -inch from the crater.
#1 #2 #3 #U
1 U9 U8 U9 5o
2 W i hli U5 U8
3 1*7 h7 U5 U7
k hi h7 UU U5
5 1*5 U5i Uo UU
6 1*1*1 hhi h3i UU
7 1»3| hh Uo U3i
8 l»3i hh h2i U3
9 1*3| h3i 39 U3
10 U3| h3 hO UU
11 1*2 h2 hO U2j
12 1*0 hO U2 U2
13 Ux§ 38 U2 u i i
lU i * i i 39 Ul Ul
15 1*X UO U3 Uo
16 1*0 38 U3 39
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(C) Specimen #3
The specimen is  a hot ro lled  high carbon Manganese cylinder 2f- inches 
in diameter and 3 3/U  inches in height. In an attempt to eliminate the 
circular rings obtained in the f i r s t  two specimens the explosive was placed 
l/ 6U inch into the specimen. This depth was obtained as follows: By using 
a d r i l l  b it  the same size as the cap a hole was started until the metal 
surface showed the markings of the entire diameter of the b it . Then the 
b i t l s point was ground f la t  and with this the hole was finished to a depth 
of about l/32 inch. Then by using a large be lt sander the l/ 6U inch depth 
was obtained at the same time making the specimen 3 3/U inches in height.
Following the explosion at room temperature the specimen showed no 
rings sim ilar to the ones produced by the f i r s t  two explosions. Figure (5) 
shows a deformation crater. The rings that were within the crater were 
caused during the machining of the f la t  hole. The entire surface of the 
crater and surrounding area was covered with a layer of copper. The copper 
appeared to have been melted. The copper in the large deformation appears 
as a porous powder compact while the outer area appears as fine powder 
covering.
No unusual holes were obtained in the deformation. At a depth of l/ 6U 
inch some of the Duco Cement s t i l l  remained but it s  color was yellow-orange 
and i t  had a honeycomb structure. From this depth the sides go straight 
up about 1/128 inch and then the top part is  peeled back away from the 
crater. The to ta l deformed diameter is  9/l6 inch. This diameter does not 
take into account the 3/32 inch lip  surrounding the crater.
Around the deformation are numerous rad ia l scratches leaving the 
deformation. These were caused by the complete peeling* o ff of the top 
1/128 inch of the premechined booster hole.
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Figure $
Hot R olled  Manganese S te e l,  Specimen Crater
fo llo w in g  deform ation. Mag. 1.2£x
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A small portion o f the copper was removed from the main deformation and 
found to have a compressed powder structure. The portion examined was very 
ductile a short time follow ing the explosion. The follow ing day*s examin­
ation showed the entire structure had oxidized producing a very b r it t le  
layer over the entire surface, Preceeding this oxidation the layer was 
very d i f f ic u lt  to remove but following the oxidation almost a l l  binding 
forces were lost and the layer was very e a s ily  removed.
The specimen was machined in  half longitudinally and was polished. 
Polishing procedure fo r  the large specimen was as fo llow s:
1, Grinding f la t  on a water cooled grinding wheel,
2, Belt sanded to 120 g r it ,
3, Wet sanded down to 600 g rit  by hand,
iu By use of a canvas cloth and a heavy alumina suspension in  water the 
600 g rit  scratches were removed,
£, Final polishing was done using a fine alumina suspension in water and 
a b i l l ia rd  cloth,
6, Etching was with a $% n ita l for a to ta l o f 2£ seconds.
Under a magnification o f 200x no difference in  structure was observed. 
At a magnification of lOOOx Figures ( 6 ) ,  (7 ),  and ( 8) were photographed. 
Figure (6) was taken in  a highly shock hardened region below the crater.
The structure shows the "w ell known” laminar structure of shock hardened 
steel. Figure (7 ) was taken one inch below the bottom o f the crater in  
a region of less deformation. This structure shows an appreciable amount 
of deformation but shows a defin ite  decrease from Figure (6 ) .  Figure ( 8) 
shows the region 2 inches be lew the crater and shows very l i t t le  defor­
mation, The structure shows very l i t t le  deformation but the areas in the 
white grain that show a rippled area are a typ ica l type o f deformation of 
compressed metal.
With this type o f configuration an explosive surface pressure of 3f$0
Figure 6
Microstructure of Hot Rolled Manganese Steel, Speci­
men #3, in  the Highly Deformed Region. Etchant: 5 % 
N ita l 15 sec* Mag. lOOOx
Figure 7
Micro structure of Hot Rolled Manganese S teel, Speci­
men #3, one inch below the Crater* Etchant: 5 % N ita l 
15 sec, Mag, lOOOx
2k
Figure 8
Microstructure of Hot Rolled Manganese Steel in  an 
Undeformed Region. Etchant: 5% N ita l sec.
Mag. lOOOx
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k-bars was reached as w i l l  be proven later in  this thesis.
At the instant o f deformation the surface layer is  subject to high 
temperatures as w e ll as this high pressure. As a result o f this high 
temperature and pressure a very thin region just below the crater was noted 
not to be highly laminar as the regions just below this indicate. This 
type o f structure seems to v e r ify  the type of structures obtained by 
(P . €. Johnson, B. A. Stein, and R. S. D av is ).(W  Johnson suggested 
this to be a high pressure phase of stee l, only seen as a resu lt of high 
temperature and shock pressures. Pictures o f this region could not be 
obtained because of the highly uneven surface caused by the deformation. 
Under low magnification the region around the deformation had etched 
darker indicating a harder area. Therefore, a bo ilin g  solution of 56$
HC1 and 56$ H2O was prepared fo r  a Macro-etchant. The specimen was placed 
in the above solution for 18 minutes. The results are shown in  Figure (9 ) 
Table H I  shows the hardness distributions across the crater and 
rad ia lly  from the crater. The increase in hardness is a typ ica l increase 
with elim ination o f a 1/32 inch p late . The region surrounding the crater 
has increased in  hardness but some o f this hardness may be attributed to 
the type of machining to which the surface was subjected* During grinding 
the surface became very hot and several times was cooled in  a water bath* 
Table IV shows the hardness distribution  of the longitudinal section  
of the specimen. The f i r s t  readings were taken as close to the crater's  
surface as they could be without rupturing the surface edge. This would 
place at least part of the penetrator within the high pressure phase of the 
stee l. This region showed the highest hardness readings obtained in the 
series of three specimens. The hole incurred in the second reading o f the 
perpendicular run was observed preceeding the macro-etch to be a very amall 
porous region but following the etch the region became a large hole in  the 
specimen; thus a hardness test was impossible in this region. The hole can
26
Figure 9
Macrostructure of Hot Rolled Manganese Steel, 
Specimen #3. Etchants 90 HC1, $0% HgO, Boiling, 
20 min. Mag. 2.9*
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be observed in  Figure (9 )*  The undeformed regions in the longitudinal 
direction show a return to the undeformed hardness readings shown in  the 
two preceeding specimens.
(D) Results o f Steel Specimens
As the explosive became closer to the specimen a reduction in  the 
tensile  spalling was noticed. A complete loss o f  tensile spalling resulted  
from the propagation of the explosive 1/61* o f an inch within the in terior  
of the specimen.
Under high magnification the region d irec tly  below the deepest part 
of the crater in  the 3rd specimen appeared as a layered untwinned structure. 
The grain structure appeared to be very small.
The further from the maximum deformation the lower the hardness numbers 
were u n til they reached the normal hardness of Rockwell A-!*0. On the 
transverse section o f specimen number 3 a defin ite  decrease in  twinning 
accompanied the decrease in  hardness.
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TABIE I I I
SPECIMEN #3
The follow ing is  the data obtained by using A sca le , 60-kg, and Brale 
Penetrator on a Rockwell Hardness Tester.
Across Crater: 1. Just inside crater ------- 32 (on s lan t)
2.  UO (on s lan t)
3. --------------------------------- 5U
U. C en te r-----------------------------59
5 . ------------------------------------------ 55
6.  UO (on slant)
7. Just inside crater — —  30 (on s lan t)
Readings taken ra d ia l ly  from crater 1/16 inch apart. wl w is  at the edge
o f the crater and "IS " is  1-inch from the crater.
#1 #2 #3 #u
1 52 52 51 S2
2 U9 U7 h9 U8
3 U8 us )i8 U6
U U7 UU hi US
5 U6 U3§ U5 UU
6 US U3 U5 UU
7 U5 U2| U3 UU
8 UU§ U2| U3 UU
9 US U2 U3 U3i
10 US U2 U2 UU
11 US US Ul US
12 hh US U2 UU
13 US UUi UU UU
Hi U5 US UU U2
15 U5 U3 U3 UU
16 hh U3 U2 UU
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TABIE IV
LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF SPECIMEN #3
The following is  the data obtained by using A scale, 60-kg, and a
Brale Penetrator on a Rockwell Hardness Tester. The f i r s t  reading is at
a point just below the maximum depth of the crater.
Perpendicular to the Two readings; one U5° to deformed 















































Change in Micro structure Following Deformation
The specimen is  a cy lin d rica l casting o f a 10% Uranium-Aluminum a llo y . ^  
I t  is  1 inch in  diameter and 2 1/32 inches in  height. The specimen had a 
hole machined in  the center 1/6U inch deep. The explosive was placed in  
contact with the bottom of the hole . The explosion took place at room tem­
perature. Figure (10) shows the resu lts o f the explosion. The crater is  
11/6U inch in  diameter and l/k  inch deep. Actual crater depth is  15/6U inch.
On the surface only a few sm all patches of copper are v is ib le  in  the 
crater. Far less surface copper is  shown than in  the preceeding specimens. 
The surface layer of the specimen has d e fin ite ly  been melted and possib ly  
the copper has been alloyed with the aluminum. In  la te r microscopic exami­
nation this was proved to be the means by which the ccpper was removed from 
the surface o f the specimen.
The layer that was peeled back around the edge of the deformation was 
very hard and b r i t t le .
The specimen was cut in  h a lf  by means o f a hacksaw and sanded down to 
600 g r it  by hand in the Nuclear Metallurgy laboratory. Further po lish ing  
was carried out on a b i l l ia r d  c loth  using an alumina suspension in  a d ilu te  
solution o f  green soap. The specimen was then macro-etched with a solution  
o f  10% HF, 15% HC1, and 75% specimen was placed in  th is etchant
fo r  four and one h a lf minutes. Figure (11) shows the resu ltant structure 
from the explosive deformation at a magnification o f U .6x . Figure (12) 
shows a 10% uranium-aluminum a llo y  casting as the normal structure would 
be before any deformation. Between the two inked lines on Figure (12 ) the 
region that the specimen was taken from is  shown.
The follow ing are the changes in  the structure o f the explosive loaded 
specimen as compared to the unde formed casting.
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Figure 10
Crater Following Deformation to the Cylindrical 
Casting o f the 10^ Uranium-Aluminum Alloy. Mag. 2.1
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Figure 11
Macrostructure of a Transverse Section 
of the Deformed 10?? Uranium-Aluminum 
Alloy# Etchant: Tuckers# Mag# 2#lx
Figure 12
Macrcstructure of a Transverse Section 
of the Undeformed. 10% Uranium-Aluminum 
Alloy* Etchant: Tuckers* Mag. Ix
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1. Following deformation, areas of high porosity were developed* One 
region produced a small bulge on one side and was porous enough to be 
v is ib le  on a x -ray  radiograph.
Figure (13) shows the d istribu tion  o f the regions used in the 
follow ing photo micrographs. A l l  photo micrographs were taken at 100x«
2. Figure (lU ) shows the microstructure of the undeforrced structure in  
Region #1. Figure (15) shows the region  follow ing the explosive defor­
mation. Vast changes have resulted in  that both the eutectic between "the 
grains and the aluminum primary grains have been tremendously flattened  
out and elongated. The layers are a l l  nearly p a ra lle l to the deformat!or 
crater surface.
3. Figure (16) is  a photo micrograph o f the undeformed columnar structui 
in  region #2. Figure (17) shows the deformed columnar structure in  
region #2. The general shape appears the same but the size of the grains 
has been greatly  enlarged.
U. In region #3 the columnar structure o f the undefomed columnar grains 
i s  very sim ilar to those shown in  Figure (1 6 ). Figure (18) shows this  
region fo llow ing deformation. The deformation has completely removed 
the columnar structure and the region appears very s im ilar to the region  
in  the central portion o f  the specimen. The removal of the columnar 
structure is  at an angle o f 22°  from an axis through the cylinder to  the 
point o f deepest deformation in the crater. Whether this is  a normal 
characteristic  or ju st an accident was not determined in  th is thesis, 
but should be looked into further in  la te r  work*
Stainless S tee l Type-30U
(A ) S tain less Steel Plates
The fo llow ing experiment was run to  determine the difference in  
the e ffects  o f impulsive loading on thin  and thick p late  m aterial. Type 
30U Stain less S tee l was selected as the m aterial to be used, because o f
35
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE PHOTOMICROGRAPHS IN  THE 
DEFORMED 10# URANIUM—ALUMINUM ALLOY CASTING
FIGURE 13
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it s  many uses in a nuclear reactor. A series of three thicknesses was 
used: 1/3 2”, 1/16% and 1/8”. The specimens were purchased from Metal
Goods Corporation o f S t . Louis, M issouri.
Each specimen consisted o f a stack of the plates two inches in  
height; that is  6h -  1/32”, 32 -  1/16”, and 16 -  1/8" .
Each specimen was placed in  the specimen holder which kept the 
specimen under a small stress and the surfaces in  good contact with each 
other.
The plate holder is constructed prim arily of an upper and lower face 
p la te . The upper plate is  1/8 inch thick and k inches square with a one 
inch hole in the center. In each corner there is  a 1/h inch hole for  
the hold-down supports. The bottom plate is a k inch square, l/U inch 
thick, o f Stainless Steel with a l/U”-20 threaded hole in  each corner for  
supports. The four supports screw into the bottom plate and f i t  through 
the top p la te . The force on the plates to insure good surface contact is  
produced by screwing down four wing nuts on the four supports above the 
upper face p la te . Wing nuts were used because by facing the wing towards 
the b la st  region maximum shrapnel protection was given to the threaded 
supports in  the b la st  region.
The only problem incurred during f ir in g  was that the threaded 
supports o f the plate holder became impregnated with copper shrapnel 
which inhibited withdrawal o f the wing nuts. This made necessary the 
removal o f the supports from the bottom plate and fabrication  of a new 
support on two occasions.
Each explosion was carried out using a #6 b lasting  cap placed in a 
chemical booster. The booster was in  d irect contact with the p la te fs 
surface and supported with Duco Cement. A l l  tests were made at roam 
temperature, 68°  F.
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Figure lit
Microstructure of the Undeformed Uranium-
Aluminum A lloy in  Region #1. Etchant: Tuckers. 
Mag. lOOx
Figure 15
Micro structure of the Deformed Uranium- 
Aluminum A lloy  in Region #1# (Highly Deformed) 
Etchant: Tuckers. Mag. lOOx
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Figure 16
Microstructure o f Undeformed 10$ Uranium- 
Aluminum A lloy in Region #2. Etchant: Tucker. 
Mag. lOOx
Figure 17
Microstructure o f Deformed 10$ Uranium-Aluminum 
A lloy in Region #2. Etchant: Tuckers. Mag. lOOx
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Figure 18
Microstructure of Deformed 10^ Uranium- 
Aluminum A lloy  in Region #3. Etchant: Tucker. 
Mag. lOOx
Uo
Nirco-hardness readings were made o f the center o f each plate*s  
main deformation using a diamond-pyramid penetrator and a loading of 
*175 kg* A l l  Diamond Pyramid Hardnesses were calculated by the use o f 
the follow ing equation:
D. P. H. = 1.85UU (L )
“ 5*-------
Where: L z load in Kg
d s length of diagonal in  mm
(B) Specimen #1
Two sets o f plates were used in a l l  runs* The f i r s t  sets o f plates 
were l/32 inch thick. Following deformation in  both sets the top five  
plates were explosively pressed together. In the f i r s t  set of plates 
the lower three plates were re la tive ly  easily  taken apart but the top tw 
plates took an extreme amount of force to separate them. In the second 
set o f plates the top two plates could hardly be taken apart. When this  
was accomplished part of the top plate was welded to the second plate *s 
surface. The main adhesive forces between the plates appear to be in tb 
spalling rings. The top deformation surface was completely covered with 
copper. On the back of the f i r s t  plate the bu lls  eye e ffect obtained in  
the f i r s t  stee l specimen was incurred. This e ffec t  could be observed to 
a depth o f eight p lates. Figure (19) shows the f i r s t  five  plates and 
Figure (20) shows plates s ix  to ten. These two sets of plates showed 
more deformation than any o f the other sets o f plates* V isible defor­
mation decreased continuously through the plates until at a depth of 25 
plates, in both specimens, the deformations were no longer v is ib le .
The follow ing is  a description o f the micro-structure of the speci­
mens at 200x. No photo micro-graphs were made because o f the uneven 
surfaces caused by the explosive deformation. The following description  
w il l  cover the top nine plates of the specimen.
ia
1. There was no v is ib le  grain structure* The system appeared as a homo­
geneously flowed system. The structure appeared to be very highly twinned, 
and laminar. A transverse section of this plate was observed to be layered 
in appearance. There were a large number o f thin long voids in  the highly 
deformed region. A l l  o f the voids ran p a ra lle l to the deformed surface. 
There was no variation of size distribution with relationship to the voids 
location within the p la te . Although, more voids were noted in the region 
of highest deformation. That is  the region subjected to greater than
325 k -bars.
2. Very large grains showed up in this p late. These grains were also 
very highly twinned but the amount of twinning seemed to have decreased 
to some extent. On a transverse section the layered appearance found in 
the f i r s t  plate was not so prominent in this p late .
3. The structure appeared to be of smaller irregu lar grains. This 
structure was also twinned but to a lesser extent than the preceeding 
p lates.
li* The structure appeared to be generally the same as that of plate #3 
except for fewer thin lines*
£* This structure seemed to have more equiaxed grains and a decrease in  
the amount o f twinning.
6. The structure appeared approximately the same as in #5.
7. The structure was more equiaxed and showed less twins.
8. The structure appeared almost normal except fo r a very few twinned 
grains.
9 . Appearance was normal to the undeformed structure.
In Table V the hardness d istribution  through the series o f plates is  
shown. A decided decrease is observed from the upper plates surface to 
those of the lower p lates.
h2
By using the D. P. H. numbers obtained from the author’ s specimens and 
comparing the resu lts  obtained by G. E# D ie te r^^^ in  h is work on S. S . -  
301; we obtain the fo llow ing pressure produced at the surface of the speci­
men* For a D* P. H, o f 325 a pressure of 3U0 k-bars i s  required. There­
fo re , the pressures produced by the b lasting cap and chemical booster are 
approximately 350 k-bars o f pressure at the surface o f the specimen.
Figure (21) shows graphically  the e ffe c t  o f explosive hardening and 
the decrease o f this e ffe c t  through the m aterial* This graph shows only 
the D. P , H. fo r the front o f the specimen because the data showed very  
l i t t l e  to no losses at the interface.
1*3
Figure 19
Type 301*. S ta in less  S tee l Specimen #1* The 




Type 30li Stainless Steel Specimen #1. The 
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The second specimens -were two sets o f 1/16 inch p lates 2 inches 
t a l l ,  Following deformation the top two p lates were exp losive ly  pressed 
together* A large amount o f energy was required to free them from each 
other. Figure (22) shows p lates 1 through 5, The la s t  v is ib le  defor­
mation that could be seen was at a depth of 12 p la te s . The depth of 
the crater was somewhat less  than that o f the 1/32 inch p la te s .
The fo llow ing is  a description  o f the f i r s t  5> p lates o f the speci­
men as seen at 20Ox,
1, The structure appeared to have very large grains and to be very  
highly twinned w ithin these gra in s,
2, The structure was a mixture o f la rger grains and sm aller irre gu la r  
grains. The grains s t i l l  possessed a large  amount o f twins,
3, Medium sized and more regu lar equiaxed grains appeared in  th is p la te . 
S t i l l  a large number o f twins but in  a decreasing amount from the pro­
ceeding p la te s ,
U, The struct lire appeared about the same as in  p late #3 tut very few 
twins were v is ib le ,
5, The structure appeared the same as the unde formed structures.
Table VI shows the hardness d istribu tion  through the p lates in  
which v is ib le  deformation occurred, A noted decrease w ithin  the plates  
should be noted while very l i t t l e  losses are observed between p la te s .
Also the hardness at the same depth o f m aterial comes very  close to that 
of the preceeding specimen.
Figure (2 3 ) is  a graph o f  the change in  D, P# H, v s , the depth 
normal to the deformation. As in  specimen #1 only the front D, P , H. 
changes were graphed because o f  no losses at the in terfaces.
Figure 22
Type 30U Stain less Steel Specimen #2*
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The specimen consisted o f sixteen 1/8 inch p lates* Following the 
deformation none of the p lates were fastened together. The deformation 
was v is ib le  on a to ta l o f 6 p la tes . Figure (2k ) shows plates 1 through 
3. The craters were shallower than in  any of the preceeding te s ts . The 
top surface was covered with an irregu la r  copper coating.
The follow ing is  a description o f the microstructure o f the top three 
plates o f the specimens at a magnification 20Gx.
1. The specimen showed a f a i r ly  even surface and highly twinned s lig h t ly  
irregu la r grains.
2* The surface was more even and twinning was decreased appreciably.
3, The structure appeared the same as that o f the undisturbed regions o f 
the p la te s .
Table VTI shows the d istribution  o f the hardness through the series  
of p la te s . These p lates did not have quite as good surface as the pre­
ceeding specimens, thus there were s ligh t  losses at the in terface .
Figure (25) shows the lo ss o f hardness at the interfaces o f this 
specimen along with the same general decrease in  hardness found in  the 
other specimens.
(E) Results o f the Stainless Steel Plates
The main deformations occurred in  the upper plates and decreasing 
uniformly down through the stacks o f p la te s . I t  was found that grain  
size and the amount of twinning decreases re la tive  to the amount o f defor­
mation. When the specimens are under a small stra in  to insure good contact 
there is  l i t t l e  to none o f the inqpulsive wave lo st  at the in terfaces. 
Therefore, the thinner the p lates the more read ily  one can determine the 
amount and resu lts o f explosive loading. Also i t  was shown that approxi­
mately the same deformation depth is  effected no matter what size material 
is  used. In  the 1/32w, 1/16", and l/8w p lates the to ta l de fo lia tion  was
52
v is ib le  through 25/32n, 2U/32n, and 2it/32u respectively, thus proving 
the above statement.
I t  also appears that in stain less steels the amount o f twinning does 
not have the direct relationship to hardness that carbon steels exhibit* 
That is  the change in  hardness proceeded through 12 plates while the 
structure was only twinned through 8 p lates.
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Figure 2h
Type 30U S ta in le ss  S tee l Specimen #3*





HARDNESS vs DEPTH NORMAL TO DEFORMATION
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S. S. SPECIMEN #3





1 328 236 336
2 215 165 215
3 157 155 157
u 152 152 152
5 152 152 150
6 152 152 152
7 152 152 152
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V, CONCLUSIONS
The experimental evidence presented in this paper indicated that:
1. S teel Specimens
a. Surface spalling  can he eliminated by placing the explosive 
a short distance within the surface of the specimen*
b. There is  a lin ear decrease in the hardness as one proceeds 
away from the deformed region*
c* There appears to be a high pressure and temperature phase o f  
stee l that shows no twinning that compares to the phase des­
cribed by Johnson^) #
d* The amount o f  twinning has a defin ite  relationship to the 
hardness o f the specimen.
2. Uranium-Aluminum A lloy
a. The temperature and pressure produced during the explosion w i l l  
a lloy  the copper shrapnel from the chemical booster with any 
aluminum rich  specimen*
b . There is a complete change o f grain structure o f a 1Q% uranium- 
aluminum a llo y  when subjected to shock loading*
c. Highly porous regions are produced within a l l  specimens explo­
s iv e ly  loaded*
3. Stainless S teel Plates
a* When thin plates are under a small stra in  to insure good surface
contact there is  no appreciable loss of the impulse at the interface,
b . Using thin plates a better representation o f the deformation can 
be obtained without taking transverse sections o f the material*
c* The b lasting cap and chemical booster produce pressures equal 
to or greater than 350 k-bars*
U. Apparatus
a* The containment vessel serves very w e ll far the type o f explosive used*
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VI. HE COMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Numerous experiments are now possible because of the a v a ila b ility  
o f the explosive apparatus. A l l  metals act d iffe ren tly  at d ifferen t  
temperatures under explosive loading. Also the effects on the alloys  
o f metals vary with temperature and composition when subjected to 
explosive shocks* Therefore, there is  no lim it to the amount of work 
that could be done to extend the work completed by the author.
The author suggests further work should be done on more precise  
iden tification  o f the supposed high pressure temperature phase found in  
the Manganese S tee l. This work should be carried out with the specimen 
held at high temperatures p r io r  to shock loading.
Unlimited work could be done with various uranium-aluminum a llo y s . 
Special attention should be given to the region o f columnar grain attenu­
ation . The angle of this attenuation with respect to the central axis 
and the point o f deepest deformation should be studied. This should be 
carried out using several specimens with d iffe ren t diameters.
Also the appearance o f grain growth in  the upper columnar region  
should be studied further. This type o f  growth is  completely opposite 
to the usual e ffe c t  o f cold working on grain structures. Possible  
further work should be carried out on ro lled  rods instead o f the cast 
specimens. This would give a more uniform structure and grain sizes  
would be much easier to compare.
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A l l  of the pictures used in this paper were processed by the following 
procedure .
(A) Macroscopic Structure Negatives:
B & L Macro-Camera
h" x 5U Ortho Sheet Film
Exposures: 10 sec. Steel Specimens; 8 sec. Aluminum-Uranium* 
Developing
1. DK60A Developer 2.75 min.
2* Dip in Wash 
3. F-5 Fixer 5 min.+
U. Wash 30 min.+
5. Photo Flow 1 min.
(B) Microscopic Structure Negatives:
I .  Aluminum-Uranium
B & L Micro-Camera
x hi" Ortho Sheet Film 
Exposures: 10 sec.
Developing
1. DK60A Developer 2.75 min.
2. Dip in Wash
3. F-5 Fixer 5 min.+
U. Wash 30 min.+
5. Photo Flow 1 min.
H. Steel Specimen
B & L Metallo graph




1. DK60A Developer 2.75 min.
2. Dip in Wash
3. F-5 Fixer 5 min.+ 
it. Wash 30 min.+
5. Photo Flow 1 min.
(C) Printing o f Negatives:
AZO Paper with Contact Printing
Paper Ranged from 2-4;, Depending upon Negative
Exposures: 1-U sec.
Developing
1. D-72 Developer about 1 min.
2. Short Stop 1 min.
3. F-5 Fixer 10 min.
U. Wash 30 min.+
5. Photo Flow 1 min.
6 Dry on Dryer
